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MESSAGE FOR THE MONTHLY APPARITION IN THE CITY OF OSLO, NORWAY, TRANSMITTED BY
THE SUPREME MOTHER OF THE SEVEN RAYS TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

As the roses that open themselves during the dawn, My Heart opens itself on this day by means of
the seven rays so that you My dear children, may be able to understand the sacred mysteries that I
guard.

I Am the Great Marian Heart that radiates the seven rays.  I Am the ray of Will-Power.  By means
of My Heart the Father manifests and realizes His works of Peace.  In this way My Heart, by means
of the Will of God, summons all of the creatures so that they may live the Sacred Will.

I Am the ray of Love-Wisdom.  By means of My Heart the Father manifests the Source of His Love
and of His Unity for all the Creation.

I Am the ray of Intelligence.  By means of My Divine Thought the Father materializes His precious
ideas and all that is thought by the Divine Mind finds space and place to manifest itself.

I Am the ray of Harmony and of Healing.  By means of My Maternity the Father heals the hearts,
redeems them and opens to them a door towards redemption.

I Am the ray of Science.  By means of My Word the Father manifests His Scientific and Divine
Power and all that has been created can live again its configuration because the Divine Science is
the path that materializes the plans of the Creator.

I Am the ray of Devotion.  By means of My Perpetual Prayer the Father relieves humanity.  The
universes, suns and stars congregate themselves in their spaces in order to give, from time to time, a
spiritual impulse of light to humanity.   My Devotion is ignited in the simple hearts and the power
of the ray of My Devotion is able to show itself in the good souls, in those souls that know how to
listen to the heart.

I Am the ray of the Rhythm and of the Ceremonial.  By means of My Existence the Father orders
the spiritual and material life.  He gestates a unique opportunity of communing with the Greater
Source in all of those who follow My call.

My Universal Heart is the regent of all of the rays because the different rays also express
themselves over the planetary life and they are like great paths in order to live the experiences of
faith, of love and of compassion.

I wish that you also know Me as the Sacred Mother of the Rays.  In this way you will recognize in
My presence the faithful and powerful Divinity of God, that from the beginning has been the Source
of Love and of Truth.

God sends His first seven rays so that humanity may be able to know that it will learn and evolve by
means of the path and of the life of these rays.  In this way no soul will remain without receiving the
opportunity of learning and of growing.
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The Sacred Rays of My Heart are divine laws that will be able to consecrate your lives again. 

I will thank the brave ones that will seek the rays of My Heart!

Thank you, Norway, for opening the doors to the Graces and to the Divine Opportunity!

Mary, Supreme Mother of the Seven Rays  


